The production of quarkonia is one of the most promising signals at the LHC for the study of the production properties of Quark Gluon Plasma. In addition to the ¢ ¡ ¤ £ the extent to which ¥ is suppressed should give much insight into the new state of matter. The large muon acceptance and the high precision tracker make the CMS detector ideal for studies of this physics. In this note, the performance of the CMS detector for quarkonia measurements in heavy-ion collisions in the dimuon channel is presented. Dimuon reconstruction efficiencies and mass resolution are calculated using detailed detector simulation. Mass spectra and signal to background ratios are estimated with a fast Monte Carlo program. Results obtained with the fast Monte Carlo are compared with more detailed simulations.
Introduction
The interest in quarkonium production at the LHC emerged from the CERN SPS results [1, 2] which showed a strong anomalous suppression of ¡ £ production in Pb+Pb collisions at
RHIC is studying the ¢ ¡ ¤ £ production in detail at
GeV. However recent theoretical analysis [3] suggests that the direct ¢ ¡ ¤ £ could survive for temperature as high as 1.5 Tc (The critical temperature for the phase transition is about 200 MeV) which could be out of the range of the RHIC.
Although the ¥ production cross section is large enough to be observed at RHIC, albeit with limited statistics, its suppression is not expected until the high initial temperatures foreseen at LHC are reached. Thanks to its large muon detector and to the high precision tracker, CMS is particularly well suited to study the quarkonia state production in the dimuon channel.
Over than 4 orders of magnitude separate the Pb+Pb inelastic cross section from the production cross section of the Upsilon in the dimuon decay channel. Therefore, a complete and statistically significant simulation of the quarkonia detection using an event generator like HIJING [4] to simulate a Pb+Pb collision and the official tools of the Collaboration for the tracking of the secondaries, OSCAR [5] , together with the reconstruction of the event, ORCA [6] , would need an unavailable calculation power. A fast simulation method is therefore unavoidable to study the 
Input to Monte Carlo studies

Quarkonia production rates
The quarkonium cross sections per nucleon in Pb+Pb interactions are calculated in the color evaporation model [8, 10, 11] . These are NLO calculations. The parameters (PDF functions and scales) and the model prescription are indicated in [8] at page 258-259. The calculations include nuclear shadowing, but no additional effect like the absorption is taken into account, since the interplay of shadowing and nucleon absorption as a function of ¡ ¢ is not known. Table 1 shows the inclusive quarkonia production cross section values in the case of Pb+Pb collisions. The values are averaged over impact parameter. The dependence of the resonance cross-sections and/or kinematical spectra on the impact parameter is not considered. 
Muon background rates
The choice of the impact parameter, b, governs the overall charged particles multiplicity,
, as well as the number of open heavy quark pairs, N1 1 produced in the collision. Charged particles and open charm and bottom production give the essential contributions to the dimuon background. 
From pions and kaons
The soft hadrons multiplicity at impact parameter b=0 is adjusted to the value expected at the LHC. Although extrapolations from RHIC suggest & ¡ % as low as 2000 [12] , two hypotheses with higher multiplicity values are used: a) high multiplicity value with d& /d% =5000 at % = 0 b) low multiplicity with d& /d% =2500 In the fast Monte Carlo, only pions and kaons, which all together represent about 90% of all charged particles emitted in the collision, are considered. Neither neutral hadrons nor gammas are taken into account. Kaons and pions are distributed according a ratio K/ =11% given by HIJING. In order to be conservative, these two sets of multiplicity are not considered at b 0 but for the 5% most central collisions. For the high multiplicity set, Table 2 shows the number of pions and kaons in three cases: at b 0, for the 5% most central Pb+Pb collisions and in the case of minimum bias. Switching to the low multiplicity set divides the numbers for d& ! /d% by two.
The transverse momentum and the pseudorapidity of the particle are chosen randomly from distributions extracted from HIJING. Pions and kaons have quite different " # distributions: the mean " # value for pions is 0.44 GeV/" while for kaons it is equal to 0.6 GeV/"Ṫhis fact explains why in spite of the K/ ratio of 11% at the generation level this ratio grows up to 80% at the detector level. 
From open heavy quark pair production
The other important source of background are the muons coming from the open pair production produced in individual NN collisions. The number of pairs produced in Pb+Pb collisions as a function of impact parameter
GeV/" counterbalances the effect of the much larger number of " "
pairs at the generation level. Table 3 : Probability of n-muon in c and b quark decays. 
Detector response
The Pb-Pb event produces pions and kaons, which decay far from the vertex and b-and c-mesons, decaying a few mm far away from the primary vertex. At the vertex level it is not known whether a pion/kaon will decay or will have a nuclear interaction in the calorimeters. In very rare cases it may also reach a muon station. Hadrons can also give punch-through and be registered. A set of tables with the probability of particles of different types, produced in the primary vertex, to be identified by the detector as a "muons", are produced. The particles in event are combined by pairs and each pair is weighted according to its probability of being registered. The weighting procedure is described in details in sections 3.1, while the reconstruction errors for weights are presented in section 4.4.
Muon trigger tables
The response of CMS detector to the incident pions, kaons and muons is given under the form of acceptance and trigger tables. They are 2-dimensional tables in P,% space. Incident particles with both signs are generated at the center of the detector with a given set of P,% values. They are tracked through the sub-detectors using OSCAR 3 4 0 simulation code. The track analysis is then performed with ORCA 8 4 0. Finally, the particle is accepted or rejected according to criteria specific to the heavy ion dimuon trigger (Sect.2.3.2). To minimize computing time, particles were generated in a limited number of points in the P,% space. 27 points along P and 19 points in
While for the accepted muons the statistics is high enough (for 6000 incident muons efficiencies above 90% could be reached in most of P,% points) the situation is much less favourable for the hadrons for which the efficiency is below 1%. Nevertheless the number of generated mesons stays between 20000 and 160000. Two tables are built at once. They correspond to Level I and Level II trigger. The final trigger tables are done with a binning of 0.1 GeV/" in P and 0.05 in Pattern recognition and track reconstruction inside the tracker volume determines to a large extent the feasibility of heavy ion physics in CMS [15] . The algorithm is the modification of the regional track finder and is based on the muons seeded by the muon stations and on the knowledge of the primary vertex. With these two restrictions, the different types of tracks seeding, tracks propagation and update of track trajectory inside the tracker volume can be used. Current study is based on the algorithm developed in [15] .
The further propagation of the track inside the tracker volume is performed towards the primary vertex with GtfPropagator ( [13] ). The update of the track parameters during the propagation through the successive layers is performed with a simple parametrization. The parametrization is separated in the transverse and longitudinal planes and depends on whether the track intersects the barrel or the forward layers:
between the azimuthal angles of the two clusters (i,j) is calculated from the expression:
where R is the radius of the muon trajectory and
are the radii of the two reconstructed hits located on the different detector layers,
is the difference of the radii of the reconstructed hits.
b) Forward disks
In the forward tracker and are well measured and a muon track can be parametrized as follows:
The parametrization in the longitudinal plane is considered linear and is used to determine roughly the pseudorapidity of the track. During propagation from layer to layer, the cuts on the difference between the predicted position of track and reconstructed hits are applied.
As soon as a set of possible muon candidates is selected, they are fit with Kalman smoother [13] . The pair of opposite sign tracks are collected and fit, pair by pair, with the principal vertex finder [13] . The cuts on ¢ of the tracks and vertex are applied.
All cuts are the parameters of the algorithm and depend on the layer occupancy. The combination of cuts has to be determined for the different occupancy levels assuming the model of the detector to be perfect.
For the first propagation, tracks are assumed to intersect all successive layers without any gaps. If the vertex is failed, the propagation starts again allowing one gap for each track. The layers are considered to be missed one by one and with each configuration of the layers, the vertex existence is checked. All successful tracks are propagated back to the muon stations with Geane [13] either to the cylinder with radius equal to the radius of the first muon track point in the barrel or to a Z-coordinate corresponding to the Z-coordinate of the first muon track point in the endcap. The first muon track point is given either by the level one or by the level two muon trigger. The cut on the difference between muon track coordinates reconstructed by the trigger and predicted by the propagation is determined with the muon sample.
The reconstruction can be done both in the trigger logic and in the off-line reconstruction logic:
£ trigger logic As soon as a vertex is successfully found, the cycle on the missed layers is stopped and the event is considered as successful. The condition is to find at least one dimuon vertex.
£ off-line reconstruction logic The treatment of the missed layers is done in the same manner. But the algorithm is stopped only when the possibility of the vertex reconstruction is checked for each pair of opposite sign muon triggers. The condition is to find all possible dimuon vertices.
Similarly, the like-sign muon pairs can be reconstructed in the same manner.
Dependence of the reconstruction efficiency on the particle type
The pseudorapidity range 2.4. In addition, pairs with one particle in one pseudorapidity bin and the other in an another pseudorapidity bin were generated as a cross-check. The same % division is done for the other three momentum bins.
The dependence of the efficiency on the particle momenta is shown in Figs 4 for the different particle types with both particles at 
To get the efficiency for the single particle, the square root of the efficiency for pairs of particles of the same type and in the same pseudorapidity and momentum bins is taken:
The efficiency of the different combination of the particles (different type, momentum, pseudorapidity) can be determined as:
The main problem for pions and kaons is the statistics. The reconstruction in the tracker starts from the response of the level one and the level two triggers and takes the parameters of the level one/level two candidates as the initial parameters of the trajectory for propagation inside the tracker volume. The trigger selection efficiency for pions and kaons is very low. To accelerate the reconstruction processing, only particles that pass the sensitive muon volumes are saved in the database. This strategy allows to pass through level one and level two muon trigger only events that are able to give a response. The next optimization is in the list of allowed processes. The pions and kaons were forced to decay into muons and hadron electromagnetic processes, muon processes and electromagnetic processes are switched on. Open charm and bottom particles were generated using kinematical distributions (including correlations) of b-and c-quarks from [8] and PYTHIA [7] .
The limited statistics of the reconstruction tables leads to additional systematical errors in the dimuon mass spectra. The expression for the weights and errors are in Sect. 4.4.
Dependence of the reconstruction efficiency on multiplicity
The dependence of the reconstruction efficiency on the multiplicity of events was studied with ¥ resonance sample generated according [8] and PbPb events generated with HIJING [4] . The events are classified as barrel (both muons from 2500 and falls down to the other constant value for the higher multiplicities due to harder cuts on the track reconstruction quality. The other particle pair types (
follows the same dependence of the efficiency on the multiplicity [15] , but with the different starting value at
The tracker layers navigation [13] is simpler for endcap muons than for barrel muons. No gaps in layer configuration are allowed. This requirement can be changed easily for low multiplicity. For the high multiplicity (above
) the reconstruction algorithm in the endcap region may be more tricky. For the current study the requirement is to have a good purity for the reconstructed dimuon sample (Sect. 2.3.2).
One can apply another requirement to have a good efficiency rather than a good purity. Following this requirement for each triggered dimuon, a few prolongations in tracker will be assigned to one dimuon trigger candidate and only two tracks will correspond to the muon pair. The price will be an increase of the combinatorial background in the dimuon mass spectrum. In spite of the fact that the false muon pairs in the event will have masses from 0 to 20 GeV/" , part of them will appear under the resonance mass peak and affect the signal to background ratio. Figure 12 shows the mass resolution of the reconstructed muon pairs from Two different approaches to introduce mass resolution into fast Monte-Carlo are studied.
Mass resolution
In the first method the value 85 MeV/c is chosen in the fast Monte-Carlo program for the ¥ mass range and 37 MeV/c is used for the J/ £ mass range for the full pseudorapidity and multiplicity ranges. One has to mention that the dependence of the mass resolution on multiplicity was studied only for the upsilon mass range. In the second method, the mass resolution is taken as
, where M is the mass of the pair of particles of any type. Both methods are verified with detailed simulation (Figs.47,48) . No significant differences are observed and the first method is used to provide mass plots. 
is the combination of the trigger efficiencies of Level 1 and Level 2 of both muons. The detailed expression for the weights is in Sect. 4.4. Since the muon charge is registered it is possible to separate like sign muon pairs from the opposite sign pairs. This method allows to study 50 10£ Pb+Pb collisions at any impact parameter.
Quarkonia acceptance
After applying the trigger tables (Sect. 2.3.1) to the ¥ and ¡ £ muon decay, generated according to [8] , the integrated acceptance is about 1.3% for the can be detected only when its P is above 4 GeV/" . This threshold is even higher, at 6-7 GeV/" , if the detection is restricted to the barrel part of the detector. The situation looks different for the ¥ for which the acceptance is as large as 40% for P ¦ ¥ 0 and stays almost flat at 15% (full CMS) or 5% (barrel) for P above 4 GeV/" . 
Simulation of quarkonia data
Dimuon invariant mass
About 50 § 10£ Pb+Pb collisions were simulated depending on the impact parameter in each multiplicity set. Recorded muons are combined to form pairs and their invariant mass is calculated. The mass is smeared as described above. Opposite sign, as well as like sign muon pair masses, properly weighted (Sect. 3.1), are plotted. Each contribution to the mass distribution can be histogrammed separately. The signal distribution due to quarkonia can be distinguished from dimuons of a precise background origin ¡ ( The background due to uncorrelated muon pairs must also be present in the mass distribution of like sign muon pairs. Assuming that the correlated like sign muon pairs are in a very low amount, the uncorrelated background can be subtracted from the opposite sign dimuon mass distribution leaving the signal, i.e the dimuons from quarkonia decay. In each bin of mass the signal is given by [9] : 
Signal/Background ratio and statistics
The The signal-to-background ratio and the number of events collected in one month are shown in Tables 6,7 
Muon kinematical selection
The above S/B ratios are relative to the entire CMS detector. A further offline analysis might improve these ratios. The muon detection space can be divided into three regions: 
¥
. The table indicates that detecting both muons in the barrel region or in the endcaps will lead to higher S/B values than the value S/B= 0.7 obtained without doing this selection. Taking into account the "mixed region" increases very much the number of background events while the number of ¥ is approximately the same than in the other cases. In this "mixed region", the S/B ratio is lower by one order of magnitude. Rejecting dimuons from this region gives a ratio S/B= 0.20, 3 times higher than the value S/B= 0.07 got without the selection. Figure 36 shows a comparison of the opposite sign dimuon mass distributions using or not the kinematical selections. Figure 37 concerns the signal after background subtraction. 
The reconstruction errors in dimuon mass spectrum
Systematic errors due to limited statistics have been estimated for the spectra obtained with fast Monte Carlo generation. These are the errors of the weighting method. These errors can be easily calculated and can be summed with statistical errors in square. However, one has to mention that errors on the multiplicity dependence are not included. Taking into account that most of pairs are in the endcap region, the errors due to multiplicity dependence are at the level of a few percents (Fig.9) . No other sources of systematics is discussed in this section.
The trigger and reconstruction weight applied to each pair of particles is:
' § S The variance in dimuon mass spectrum is:
The trigger weight of the pair of particles with combination of either two muons at L1 or two muons at L2 is: 
The variance is:
Finally, the error in the mass spectrum due to limited statistics of the trigger and reconstruction tables is:
Figures 38-41 presents the dimuon mass spectra for the low and high multiplicity assumptions with the error band calculated with 10. 
M
The agreement between both simulation is excellent, less than 10% discrepancy, much smaller than the systematics uncertainties due to the limited statistics in the trigger and reconstruction tables (Sect 4.4). This comparison shows that the fast MC simulation gives believable predictions on the detector response.
Discussion on systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties can be divided into two different branches. The first branch is the systematic uncertainty of the fast Monte Carlo results compared to the detailed simulation. They consist of: £ the uncertainty due-to limited statistics of the calculation of the trigger, reconstruction efficiency and mass resolution (Sect.4.4).
£ the simplification of the simulation in the fast Monte Carlo is checked by the comparison of the fast and detailed simulations with the same input. The results coincide within the errors, however the fast Monte Carlo gives smoother spectra in general. While L1 and L2 trigger efficiencies were reconstructed in the tiny % and momentum bins, the % and momentum bins for the reconstruction efficiency are coarse. The reconstruction in the tracker starts only for the pairs accepted by the L1 and L2 trigger, using the L1/L2 trajectory parameters as seed for the reconstruction in the tracker. The low efficiency for pions and kaons to be accepted by the L1 and L2 trigger results in the large amount of particles to be simulated before that enough events are available to start the reconstruction in the tracker.
The second branch is the systematic uncertainty in the detailed simulation due to the limitation of the detector description. The level one and level two trigger have to be optimized with pp events and checked with peripheral heavy ion collisions.
The suppression of the quarkonia depends on the impact parameter of the heavy ion collision. For the observation of this effect, the resonance production has to be compared at different impact parameters of the heavy ion events and thus the results are extremely sensitive to the dependence of the reconstruction efficiency in the tracker on the multiplicity of the event.
Two possibilities can be foreseen: £ determine the reconstruction efficiency at each tracker occupancy level. The efficiency can be determined even for each event, although it will take a lot of computing time. Put the map of the reconstructed clusters or digits into the detector model and superimpose with a set of muons from the resonance decay.
Comparing the efficiencies got with the first and second methods one can check the quality of the detector model.
Discussion on the results and conclusions
With its ) muon acceptance and full calorimetric coverage, CMS can make very significant and, in some respects, unique contribution to heavy ion physics. Studies of the 
